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 hope that you are all having a good Christmas (even if it’s 
nearly Twelfth Night), and that 2015 has been good to you 
so far. I am sorry that this newsletter is a bit later than usual 

– the last four months of 2014 proved to be particularly hectic 
because of teaching, grant applications and even more teaching 
to record-size classes. My poor students only got their marked 
essays back on boxing day, and I still have a backlog of things 
that should have been completed in 2014, so I hope you can 
forgive the lateness. 

50 cupcakes for my 50th birthday 

All-in-all it’s been quite a fun year, although maybe not as 
extravagant as I had originally planned. I turned 50 on the 9th 
of May, but celebrated this in quite a quiet way with a concert 
of Jazz standards (including Kurt Weill) by Caroline 
Henderson, and then various meals and outings with family 
and a few friends spread out over several days (and by baking 
50 cupcakes for work colleagues). I consider this a good age 
for consolidation, and it’s mostly been a consolidatory year. 

Weaver ants in the botanical gardens, Cairns 

My two big trips of the year were to Australia and Wales, both 
countries (or principalities) that I have lived in for several 
months and where I feel quite at home. On the 10th of July I 
flew to Cairns for the 17th International Congress of the IUSSI 
(International Union for the Study of Social Insects), which 
involved flying over Eastern Ukraine and Gaza – a very similar 
route to that taken by Flight MH17 a week later – I remember 
looking down from the plane at the time and wondering 
whether it was really a sensible route to take. Australia was 
fantastic, as always – and a pretty comfortable temperature at 
this time of year, even in the tropics. We organized the last 
international IUSSI congress in Copenhagen, so it was nice to 
meet up with so many people I knew again, but leaving the 
organizational stress to others. Unfortunately I couldn’t afford 
to spend more that a couple of extra days in Oz before the 
conference, but they were spent very happily visiting Kuranda 
and participating in a photographic workshop run by Alex Wild 
(if you don’t know his ant photographs, check out 
www.myrmecos.net).  

Jane at the summit of Mt. Snowdon 

Panorama of Portmeirion for all the “Prisoner” fans out there 

I returned to Denmark on the 20th July, and ten days later Jane 
and I flew to the UK, where we spent five days in Snowdonia. 
We managed to have memorable trips up Mt. Snowdon and to 
Portmeirion several Welsh castles, as well as visiting the house 
where I lived from 1965-1969, where the current occupants 
were happy to give us tea and biscuits and chat about how 
things had changed. 
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Me outside Celyn farm in 1966 and 2014 

From there we drove down to a hotel near Heathrow airport 
and attended the 34th International Puzzle Party – a sort of 
conference for those interested in mechanical puzzles, which 
Jane has been attending on-and-off for 15 years.  

In the last week of September, I organized a week-long 
international PhD course on the Taxonomy, Identification and 
Ecology of European ants, which repeated the success of the 
course I ran in 2012, largely thanks to the enthusiasm and 
knowledge of this year’s guest teachers, Xim Cerda and Chris 
Georgiadis and of the 12 students who took part. After the end 
of that course it was straight into my heavy autumn/winter 
teaching schedule which kept me occupied for the rest of the 
year. 

The ant course participants 

As usual, Jane and I visited my mum and dad in Islip a few 
times throughout the year, spending Christmas and Easter 
there, and catching up with most of the Nashes (plus cousin 
Sue and husband Ken) between Christmas and New Year. I’m 
glad to report that everyone seems to be thriving, coughs and 
colds aside. 

Chrissie, mum, Pete, Carys, Jane, Ken, Marion, dad, Paul and Sue 

The biggest change in our lives this year has been that Jane and 
I have been adopted by the cat belonging to a neighbour in the 

next street, who seems to want to spend most of its time with 
us when we are home. I have really enjoyed having a cat 
around the place, and I think that Jane (who is from a serious 
dog-keeping family) has now been introduced to the pleasures 
of domestic felines. So who knows, we may finally get a cat or 
two of our own this year… 

Cat-in-a-basket 

It’s been good to catch up with several people during the year. 
In March Beat Wechsler visited Copenhagen, and we spent a 
very pleasant spring afternoon visiting some Copenhagen 
parks. Over the summer, Jane’s cousin Jannik, wife Karen and 
their twins were staying with Jane’s uncle, and we managed to 
finally see the two boys in the flesh. It was also really good to 
catch up with Mark Elgar and Naomi Pierce in Australia.  

Looking ahead to 2015, I predict more interesting summer 
travel, although I’m not completely sure where yet, as at least 
three different destinations are competing for my time in 
August. In any case I’m looking forward to a trip to Debrecen 
in Hungary. I can also guarantee more teaching and grant-
writing stress, but hopefully I can find ways to make these 
more efficient this year. 

 
I hope that your past year has been spent with those you love, 
doing things you like, and that there’ll be more of this in 2015! 

 


